Want to read more?
Check out these websites:

A Mighty Girl
www.amightygirl.com

The F Bomb Feminist Blog for Teens
www.thefbomb.org

Teens Who Kick Butt

Lumberjanes
Stevenson, Noelle
GRAPHIC NOVEL STE

Ms. Marvel
Wilson, G. Willow
GRAPHIC NOVEL WIL

Gotham Academy
Cloonan, Becky
GRAPHIC NOVEL CLO

Persepolis
Satrapi, Marjane
741.594 SAT

Egg & Spoon
Maguire, Gregory
TEEN FIC MAG

The Tyrant’s Daughter
Carleston, J.C.
TEEN FIC CAR

Mosquitoland
Arnold, David
TEEN FIC ARN

An Ember in the Ashes
Tahir, Sabaa
TEEN FIC TAH

The Coldest Girl in Coldtown
Black, Holly
TEEN FIC BLA

Graceling
Cashore, Kristin
TEEN FIC CAS
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Who Kick Butt